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Frédéric Mallo Alsace Grand Cru Riesling Rosacker Vieilles Vignes 
 

 
Winery: Frédéric Mallo 
Category: Wine – Still - White 
Grape Variety: 100% Riesling  
Region: Hunawihr/ Alsace/ France 
Vineyard: Vines face East, located in the heart of the Grand Cru Rosacker, adjacent to the 
Clos Ste. Hune. Rosacker lies between Hunawihr and Ribeauville. 
Feature: Organic 

 

Product Information 
 

Soil: Clay with limestone 
Age of vines: 65+ years 
Elevation: average 259 meters (850 feet) 
Vinification: The grapes are picked by hand and crushed whole. Fermentation with native yeast in stainless steel 
tanks with temperature control. The wine is aged in large oak casks (foudres) and maturing on fine lees until late 
Spring. Bottled in August the following year of harvest.  
GUIDE GAULT & MILLAU LE VIN EDITION - “Dominique Mallo is a grand specialist of Riesling, which he makes a 
success of marvelously, in particular on the Grand Cru Rosacker.” 
Rosacker wines are mentioned as of 1483. At this time, the Dukes of Württemberg administered the region and 
monitored the quality of good crus highly-appreciated by the dignitaries of the Holy Roman Empire. Rosacker was 
watched over by the three castles belonging to the Lords of Ribeaupierre ruling the area, and attracted renowned 
nobles and bourgeois to the wine-growing municipality. 
Rosacker owes its name to a wild rose bush. The wines produced on these hillsides have the same refined 
composition of purity and complexity. 
Alc: 13.0% 
 

Producer Information
 

The Mallo Winery is family-owned and currently in its fifth generation. Nestled between Ribeauville and Riquewihr, 
the picturesque and historic village of Hunawihr is home to Mallo wines. Frederic Mallo, the first producer in 
Hunawihr to bottle his own wine, illustrates the winning combination of traditional values and pioneering vision 
that characterizes the winery.  
Vineyards: Eight hectares (twenty acres) of grapevines located in the heart of Alsace wine growing region. At an 
average elevation of 259 meters (850 feet), the rich, mineral soils provide for an exceptional terroir. Premium 
vineyards are located in the Rosacker and Mandelberg Grand Cru areas and include 50+ year old vines. The family 
continues to use traditional European methods on the wine grapes they farm. Yields are carefully controlled 
throughout the season, and all grapes are hand-picked and crushed whole. Commitment to the environment 
extends beyond sustainably/organically grown grapes to the reintroduction of the endangered white stork 
(cigogne) in Alsace.  
Wines: The winery produces all seven "Appellation d'Origine Contrôlée" Alsace varietals. 30% of the wines are 
Riesling, 25% Gewürztraminer and the remainder is split between Pinot Blanc, Pinot Gris, Pinot Noir, Muscat and 
Sylvaner. The winery is especially proud of its award-winning Rosacker and Mandelberg Grands Crus, Vendanges 

Tardives and Selections de Grains Nobles. 

 


